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OMF Advisory Meeting Committee Notes
Tuesday, January 13, 2015
Members and OMF Leadership Present: Betsy Ames, Jeff Baer, Ben Berry, Jane Braaten, Bryant Enge, Mike
Greenfield, John Hunt, Erin Janssens, Carol Justice, Anna Kanwit, Bob Kieta, Traci Manning, Robert
McCullough, Fred Miller, Satish Nath, Catherine Reiland (for Larry O’Dea), Ken Rust, David Shaff, Matthew
Spitulski, and Gerry Verhoef.
Members and OMF Leadership Absent: Amalia Alarcon de Morris, Tim Crail, Donna Hammond, Paul Scarlett,
and Gail Shibley.
Other Staff Present: Kelly Ball, Aaron Beck, Susanne Kahn (PBOT), Sarah Lowe, Julian Massenburg, Elyse
Rosenberg, Janet Storm, and Daniel Trubman.

Welcome: Fred Miller
• Miller welcomed attendees. Each person introduced him/herself.

Budget Preparation – Decision Packages (see attachments 1, 2 and 3)
•
•

•

Committee members were asked to give judicious feedback on potential decision packages.
Braaten briefly gave an overview of the handouts.
ο Question
 Regarding decision packages with Interagency Rates as a funding source, if Council does not
provide relief from the General Fund but approves the packages, will bureaus have to absorb the
costs in their existing budget?
 Yes
17 packages were discussed including one new decision package of up to $100,000 General Fund
discretionary for dedicated Revenue Division support in the City Attorney’s office.

Data Security/Emergency Preparedness
• Berry said that there are no changes to the Technology Disaster Planning Position and Security Industry
Regulatory Compliance decision packages.
• The Offsite Data Center decision package includes a request for $3 million in one-time Interagency funding
to physically move the data center out of the Portland Building, and $1 million in ongoing interagency
funding for continuing maintenance.
• The evaluation committee is completing its review process and a business case will be presented this week.
ο Questions
 What is the confidence level on the $3 million one-time and $1 million ongoing?
 Medium
 Is the December 2016 go-live date still valid?
 Yes – one year of planning and the rest implementation.
 If it takes one year to plan, exactly how much funding will be required in the FY 2015-16 budget?
 BTS will have an answer on Wednesday.
 When will the $3 million be spent?
 BTS is still in contract negotiations, it may be four to six months.
 Why ask for anything this budget?
 The planning phase begins in the FY 2015-16 budget.
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Is the $1 million price tag confirmed?
 It is a placeholder amount.
What is the location for the offsite data center?
 The committee will present its report today. The primary site would be within 10 miles of
Portland. The backup could be anywhere in the country.
Did you look at best practices for disaster recovery when considering sites?
 Yes.
What formula did you use to allocate the $1 million to bureaus?
 The calculation was based on prior year IA amounts.
If Council approves this package, and this is a one-time and ongoing ask that is going to be funded
by bureaus through IAs, how are bureaus supposed to absorb that cost if they don’t have a
reciprocal ask? Do they ask Council for the funds?
 For General Fund bureaus, Council could decide to mitigate the cost. But if they do not, then the
bureau would have to make an ask.
If Council says no to the $3 million from the General fund, bureaus would need to make very deep
cuts which would include laying off staff like fire and police officers. How are the bureaus supposed
to deal with that?
 BTS did an impact study. The only way for the City, including and especially Fire and Police, to
achieve best practices in a disaster scenario is to have the data offsite. There really is no other
option.
 Comment: As we look through the decision packages, the bureaus will understand what the
most urgent needs are. There may be a way we could break up the ask.
 Comment: Council is acutely aware that Portland is overdue for a one in 300 to 500 year event.
If that event happens and these systems are not in place, none of the bureaus will function. It’s
a really tough call but the bureaus are all at deep risk if this is not implemented and Council
understands how important this is.
 Comment: The City will lose $2.1 million per day in revenue if that worst-case scenario were to
present itself.
Did BTS consult emergency management experts when they were citing the new center?
 Yes, PBEM was on the review team.

Employer of Choice
• Kanwit said that the only change to BHR’s two decision packages was a change from ongoing funding to
one time funding as BHR does not have offsets to propose.
• There has been an unfunded mandate from Council to attract and retain qualified and diverse candidates.
Council understands how important this is.
ο

Questions
 Will these decision packages be asks in future budget cycles?
 Yes.

Decision Packages requiring Customer Bureau Support
• Miller said that when customers ask for more services, and OMF can pay for them, OMF wants to deliver.
• Enge said that there are no changes to the BIBS decision packages.
• Rust said that there was also no change in the debt management software decision package.
Revenue Generating Decision Packages
• Rust said there were no changes except that the ongoing requests had been changed to one-time requests
as the bureau did not have offsets to propose.
• Submitting the revenue generating packages as one-time requests is also a way to prove cost recovery.
“Other” Decision Packages
• Berry went over details of the decision package for payment gateway outsourcing. The gateway is being
outsourced because it is non-compliant (see attachment 4).
• BTS is in the middle of contract negotiations with a vendor.
• The current gateway is managed by BTS and is funded through IAs.
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Bureaus that use the gateway, particularly PBOT, are happy as there will be no capital outlay for this
change. The vendor will take its percentage off the top of each transaction.
ο Questions
 Will this help the PCI Compliance issue?
 Yes.
 Comment: Shaff noted a correction in the handout. Revenue-Utilities should be categorized under
Water as the Water Bureau is responsible for all of the payments for utilities.
Enge said there was no change to the Portland Building Renovation Design realignment.

Mayor/Council Initiatives
• Enge said that in response to questions from the committee from the last meeting, he reached out to
bureaus regarding the Campsite Cleanup program. He has not met with Parks yet. Participating bureaus
agree that the program is an ongoing need. Some bureaus will have difficulty absorbing the cost in budget
year 2015-16 so there is an ongoing discussion on how to address the issue.
• The ask is for $330,000 with the per-bureau share listed in the handout. All participating bureaus have
agreed to the cost except for Parks.
ο

•
•

Questions
 Does the Mayor still want this program if the funding does not work out?
 He will have to decide.
 Comment: This is a controversial program and there are grave concerns not only about the location
of the centralized storage, but its impact on the homeless population. The program isn’t there yet.
 This is the reason a program coordinator is needed. They can give the City legitimate data and
feedback on the homeless that it is missing now.
 Comment: This is a facilities issue, not a homeless issue.
 Comment: The two can’t be bifurcated.
 Comment: Council assigned the cleanup issue on City property to Facilities, and Facilities is
compelled to address it. The program coordinator will help Facilities apply lessons learned from
last year, and do a better job going forward.
 Does the Housing Bureau want to become a co-partner in this program?
 Yes. Facilities and the Housing Bureau and will continue to work together to improve the
program.
Facilities spoke with customers regarding the Resource Management Coordinator position. It is expected
that the program could generate as much as $12,000 per year by selling used materials back to the
bureaus.
The Portland Building decision package is a realignment of existing resources.
ο

•

It will be the Mayor’s decision whether or not to include one-time discretionary funding of $2.5 million for the
PSU/City Joint Building Project. The total cost is $12 million but that is not all needed at this time.
ο

•

Questions
 What were the deferred projects?
 Portland Building maintenance
 What is the timeline for completion of the renovation?
 July 2018 in a best case scenario. This includes one year of design, moving people in and out
and other important unknowns.

Questions
 Who will occupy this building?
 That is unknown at this time.

The Fuel Station reserve is a decision package that will affect all of the bureaus, and though OMF has an
aversion to impacting everyone, it is important.
ο Questions
 Didn’t OMF find a way to finance this with debt that the bureaus will pay back?
 Yes, the project to replace the tanks was approved in the Fall BMP. This is to set up a reserve
fund to pay for future costs.

•
•
•

Major maintenance is a Mayor mandate and Council will have to decide how they want to fund it.
The decision package on research for socially responsible investments has been changed from an ongoing
request to a one-time request.
OMF is working with the City Attorney to see what the most appropriate funding mechanism will be for the
new decision package requesting up to $100,000 for a FTE to support Revenue.
ο Comment: There is large litigation exposure with regard to the Street Fee. If it passes as is, it will be one
of the most complex taxes ever administered by the City.

General Feedback
• The location of the data center is of concern. A 10 mile radius is not far enough away. And if the Portland
Building is renovated by 2018, there is no reason to relocate the center now.
ο The primary site will be within a 10 mile radius. A secondary backup site could be anywhere in the
country. The primary site allows the data center to relocate in case something happens before the
Portland Building is renovated.
• Committee members were not convinced that the data center needs to move out of the Portland Building,
especially with the upcoming renovation. As long as the data is safe somewhere that is all that really
matters. And we may be adding staff travel time. Do we really need a new site?

Performance Measures
•
•
•

Miller said that he focused on outcome-based performance measures and removed all but a handful. The
rest were basically activity reports.
Key Performance Measures (KPM) have been identified (see attachment 5).
Lowe said that the Key Performance Measure process is moving along well and that CBO is working with all
of the bureaus on identifying outcome measures focused on efficiency and effectiveness.
ο

Questions
 Is there one KPM for each division of OMF?
 Yes
 Will OMF be doing a customer service survey?
 OMF’s Leadership Team is looking at options for a shorter, more effective type of survey.
 Comment: BHR will be conducting its own survey which is not related to KPMs.
 What is the performance being measured on #2?
 It tells BHR how effective it is getting its message out to the general population.
 Are diversity and retention included in the KPMS?
 Diversity and retention are measured outside of the KPMs.

Other Items and Announcements
•
•
•

Ball said that a draft report would be given to the BAC on Friday. She requested that the committee submit
their feedback by Thursday, January 22.
The Budget Equity Tool will not be available in time for the committee to provide feedback.
OMF would appreciate the committee’s help in answering questions from Council during the budget work
sessions.
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